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The draft paper is promising as it addresses important hydroclimatic questions, with
innovative approaches over the whole Mediterranean basin. Methodology and results
are convincing and of high quality. The presentation and discussion can be improved.

Perspectives are strong for follow ups on the hydrological aspects as announced in the
conclusion. Yet it is here essentially dealing with climatic aspects and the links and ori-
entations to hydrology are claimed with few justification. These should be made more
explicit: how are the chosen climatic indices "hydrology driven" (section 3.1)? And
how are the indices dealing with precipitation seasonality specific to the Mediterranean
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hydroclimatic/hydrometeorological context (L203)?

The main hydrological perspective is the catchment approach but this remains an anal-
ysis of climatic indices.

This catchment based approach is announced to be the principal objective and then the
grid based approach is developed for comparison ; and monitoring stations are used
for verification. The major conclusion is that there are some shifts between the catch-
ments’ mapping and the grid mapping from one class to the other. I would definitely
suggest to reorganize sections 3 to present grid and station approaches first before
presenting the catchment approach. Indeed the approaches with higher resolutions
are the references away from which the space-averaging catchment approach shifts -
not the opposite. This would further allow to have a stronger discussion of the catch-
ment approach: averaging of indices’ values over the catchment area (much simplifying
vs. hydromet/hydroclim space-time dynamics in such contexts), induced clustering, ef-
fect of the catchment size, under-consideration of intra-catchment heterogeneity and
eventual gradients....

One conclusion is the "continuity" of climate indices and classes, essentially North-
South. This needs elaboration as continuity is not unique across the spectrum of cli-
mate classes and as the geography of climate is known to depend on both latitude,
distance to the sea, and relief; and structures of gradients are season-dependent (see
for instance Slimani et al., 2007; Baccour et al., 2012 and Feki et al., 2012 about
geographic-seasonal structures across North-South elongated Tunisia from subhumid
context to Sahara / and Vicente-Serrano et al., 2004 and follow ups in Eastern Spain)

A major question here is the boundary of the Mediterranean region. The hydrographic
choice is well justified and compared to other approaches. Merheb et al. 2016 is
refered to in Figure 1 but should be more strongly mobilized in section 2.1 as the
antecedent study using the hydrographic definition and delineation of the region.

In that studied Mediterranean region, the climatic heterogeneity is introduced via the
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Köppen classification. Yet only Köppen C classes are introduced and mapped in Figure
1 whereas part of the region falls under Köppen B classes. See the Peel et al 2007
world mapping of the Köppen classification. Figure 1 and the corresponding text should
be completed to display and define all the climatic classes present in the study region.
Further, the text is ambiguous at some places, suggesting Köppen identified some
mediterranean climate, which does not appear in Peel et al 2007. This should be
clarified.

Concerning hydroclimate classification, a further reference to the PUB body of literature
could be made, such as e.g. Wagener et al., 2007; Hrachowitz et al., 2013

Details - L7: Mediterranean ... Region, basin?

- L11: convoluted sentence

- Figure 1: country boundaries are not visible. Names of countries are not all displayed
(and inconsistently with other figures). See comment on mapping of other Köppen
classes in the studied region.

- L114: etymology of "Mediterranean" does not mean "middle land" but "in the middle
of lands"

- L13 and 123 are redundant. Some parts of Australia are also considered as "Mediter-
ranean climate"

- Some mediterranean references about the mediterranean ground of the Turc formula
should be more relevant than the Diouf et al one dealing with Senegal

- section 4.6: figure 7 and table 7 should be announced earlier in the section

- Peel et al., 2007: the final paper in HESS shall be cited, not the discussion version in
HESSD
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